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Required(School(Improvement(Plan(Template(
!
To!be!completed!for!each!Comprehensive!Support!and!Improvement!(CS)!School!identified!in!the!2018!DC!
School!Report!Card.!
!

Background(
(
In!the!District!of!Columbia!(DC),!as!with!most!urban!areas!around!the!country,!there!are!schools!that!
have!struggled!for!years!to!achieve!strong!results!for!students,!despite!many!attempts!and!much!effort!
on!the!part!of!educators!and!leaders.!!
The!Office!of!the!State!Superintendent!of!Education!(OSSE)!understands!that!schools!do!many!things!to!
improve!and!that!the!process!of!school!turnaround!and!improvement!must!be!designed!with!
consideration!of!each!school’s!unique!context.!The!process!of!completing!a!Needs!Assessment,!including!
an!analysis!of!the!equitable!distribution!of!resources,!the!development!of!goals!aligned!to!identified!
needs,!and!the!creation!of!a!plan!to!address!those!needs,!provides!an!opportunity!for!CS!schools!to!
organize!with!stakeholders!toward!a!vision!to!ensure!all!students!have!an!opportunity!to!succeed.!

OSSE!believes!if!LEAs,!in!partnership!
with!school!leaders,!educators,!
parents,!the!community,!and!other!
stakeholders,!conduct!a!meaningful!
Needs!Assessment!and!Resource!
Equity!Analysis!...!

And!use!them!to!design!a!strategic!
School!Improvement!Plan!driven!by!
urgency!for!student!outcomes!and!a!
commitment!to!conInuous!
improvement!and!ongoing!
engagement!...!

Then,!together!DC!will!dramaIcally!
improve!student!outcomes!in!our!
lowest!performing!schools,!
acceleraIng!progress!faster!for!
students!furthest!behind.!!

All!local!education!agencies!(LEAs)!with!CS!schools!identified!based!on!performing!at!the!bottom!5!
percent!on!the!School!Transparency!and!Reporting!(STAR)!Framework!(known!as!CS1)!are!eligible!for!
Investment!in!Schools!(1003)!grant!funding.!The!Investment!in!Schools!grant!provides!an!opportunity!for!
each!of!DC’s!lowest!performing!schools!to!work!with!their!communities!to!urgently!improve!educational!
outcomes!for!students.!OSSE!anticipates!that!a!maximum!of!10!schools!will!be!identified!as!CS1!schools!
and!will!be!eligible!to!receive!the!Investment!in!Schools!grant.!For!each!CS!school!identified,!LEAs!must!
complete!a!Needs!Assessment!and!a!School!Improvement!Plan.!LEAs!with!at!least!one!CS!school!and!
more!than!one!school!overall!in!the!LEA!must!also!complete!a!Resource!Equity!Analysis.!All!three!must!
be!completed!using!required!templates!provided!by!OSSE.!All!CS1!schools!that!meet!the!standards!
established!in!the!templates!will!receive!funding.1!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1

!ESEA!111(d)!requires!for!each!CS!school,!LEAs!complete!a!Needs!Assessment,!Resource!Equity!Analysis!(if!applicable),!and!
School!Improvement!Plan.!CS1!schools!and!their!LEAs!are!required!to!utilize!OSSE’s!templates.!LEAs!with!CS2!schools!may!
submit!an!alternative!template!to!OSSE!review!for!and!approval!by!Feb.!28,!2019,!prior!to!submission!by!May!31,!2019.!
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School(Improvement(Plan(Template(Overview(
(
To!provide!guidance!and!flexibility,!OSSE!is!naming!three!critical!categories!X!People,!Instruction,!and!
Structures!that!School!Improvement!Plans!will!address!and!Investment!in!Schools!grant!funding!will!be!
available!to!support.!School!Improvement!Plans!will!explain!how!evidenceXbased!strategies!and!
interventions!(see!more!detail!below)!in!each!of!these!areas!will!be!put!in!place!to!make!the!changes!
needed!for!each!school’s!individual!context.!Each!School!Improvement!Plan!must!start!by!describing!
overall!vision!and!goals!for!the!school;!explain!specific!strategies!related!to!people,!instruction,!and!
structures;!incorporate!how!the!school!will!determine!whether!the!plan!is!having!its!intended!outcomes;!
and!describe!a!process!for!continuous!stakeholder!involvement,!which!will!include!public!
documentation,!engagement,!and!reporting.!!
School!Improvement!Plans!should!be!available!to!the!LEA,!parents,!and!the!public,!and!the!information!
contained!in!the!plan!must!be!in!an!understandable!and!uniform!format!and,!to!the!extent!practicable!
and/or!required!by!DC!law,!provided!in!a!language!that!the!parents!can!understand.2!Documents!
submitted!to!OSSE!may!be!made!available!to!the!public!via!request!and/or!the!OSSE!website.!
!

Evidence=based(Interventions(
!
In!each!category!of!the!School!Improvement!Plan!template,!schools!must!identify!evidenceXbased!
interventions!in!the!strategy!for!achieving!its!vision.!EvidenceXbased!interventions!are!practices!or!
programs!that!have!evidence!to!show!that!they!are!effective!at!producing!results!and!improving!
outcomes!when!implemented.!The!kind!of!evidence!described!in!the!Every!Student!Succeeds!Act!(ESSA)!
has!generally!been!produced!through!formal!studies!and!research.!Under!ESSA,!there!are!four!tiers,!or!
levels,!of!evidence:!
Tier!1!–!Strong!Evidence!

Supported!by!one!or!more!wellXdesigned!and!wellXimplemented!
randomized!control!experimental!studies.!

Tier!2!–!Moderate!Evidence!

Supported!by!one!or!more!wellXdesigned!and!wellXimplemented!
quasiXexperimental!studies.!

Tier!3!–!Promising!Evidence!

Supported!by!one!or!more!wellXdesigned!and!wellXimplemented!
correlational!studies!(with!statistical!controls!for!selection!bias).!

Tier!4!–!Demonstrates!a!Rationale! Practices!that!have!a!wellXdefined!logic!model!or!theory!of!action,!
are!supported!by!research,!and!have!some!effort!underway!by!a!
state!education!agency!(SEA),!LEA,!or!outside!research!organization!
to!determine!their!effectiveness.!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2
!See!https://ohr.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/ohr/publication/attachments/FINAL%20REGULATIONS%20X
%20October%202014.pdf.!!
!
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CS!schools!applying!for!Investment!in!Schools!(1003)!are!required!to!have!strong,!moderate,!or!
promising!evidence!(Tiers!1–3)!to!support!them.!All!other!programs!under!Titles!I–IV!may!use!Tiers!1–4.!
For!more!information!on!how!to!identify!and!implement!evidenceXbased!practices!under!ESSA,!see!
Massachusetts!Turnaround!Practices!Field!Guide!and!the!What!Works!Clearinghouse.!!
!

Schools(Implementing(a(Schoolwide(Program(
!
To!reduce!burden!and!avoid!duplicative!efforts,!schools!implementing!a!schoolwide!program!under!Title!
I,!Part!A!may!use!this!template!to!meet!the!requirement!of!preparing!a!comprehensive!schoolwide!plan.!
The!schoolwide!plan!must!include!a!description!of!how!the!strategies!the!school!will!be!implementing!
will!provide!opportunities!and!address!the!learning!needs!of!all!students!in!the!school,!particularly!the!
needs!of!the!lowestXachieving!students.!(ESEA!section!1114(b)(7)(A)(i),!(iii))!The!plan!must!also!contain!
descriptions!of!how!the!methods!and!instructional!strategies!that!the!school!intends!to!use!will!
strengthen!the!academic!program!in!the!school,!increase!the!amount!and!quality!of!learning!time,!and!
help!provide!an!enriched!and!accelerated!curriculum,!including!programs!and!activities!necessary!to!
provide!a!wellXrounded!education.!(ESEA!section!1114(b)(7)(A)(ii))!!
!

Submission(Instructions(
!
LEAs!applying!for!Investment!in!Schools!grant!funds!must!upload!completed!templates!for!each!school!
into!the!Enterprise!Grants!Management!System!(EGMS)!by!3!p.m.!on!May!31,!2019.!LEAs!must!develop!a!
School!Improvement!Plan!informed!by!stakeholder!engagement!for!every!CS!school.!LEAs!will!then!
provide!a!work!plan!and!budget!aligned!to!the!three!critical!lever!areas!in!its!fiscal!year!2020!(FY20)!
Investment!in!Schools!grant!application.!
Per!federal!statute,!all!CS!schools!must!complete!a!School!Improvement!Plan.!CS1!schools!applying!for!
Investment!in!Schools!grant!funding!are!required!to!use!this!template.!
-

-

For!public!charter!schools,!LEAs!with!CS1!schools!not!applying!for!funding!or!CS2!schools!identified!
for!graduation!rate!should!coordinate!with!the!Public!Charter!School!Board!(PCSB)!on!the!format!
for!competing!the!Needs!Assessment!and!School!Plan.!School!Improvement!Plans!must!be!
approved!by!the!school/LEA!and!submitted!to!PCSB!for!approval!by!May!31,!2019.!
!
For!DCPS,!CS2!schools!identified!based!on!graduation!rate!may!use!this!template!or!may!submit!an!
alternative!format!to!OSSE!for!approval!by!Feb.!28,!2019.!The!School!Plan!must!be!approved!by!the!
school!and!LEA!prior!to!final!submission!of!materials!to!OSSE!by!May!31,!2019.!!
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DCPS
Wash Met
LEA(Name:(_______________School(Name:(____________(

School(Plan(Template(
!

Overall(Vision(&(Goals((
(
In!a!narrative,!explain!the!coherent!aligned!vision!for!your!school,!how!you!determined!it,!and!how!you!
will!know!if!you!are!moving!toward!that!vision.!
The!narrative!must!include:!
X
X

!

How!this!vision!was!informed!by!the!process!of!completing!a!Needs!Assessment!including!
review!of!a!Resource!Equity!Analysis,!if!applicable.!
How!stakeholders!were!involved!in!determining!this!overall!approach.!Stakeholders!should!
include!at!minimum,!the!LEA;!principals;!other!school!leaders,!including!Title!I!administrator,!
teachers,!and!paraprofessionals;!parents,!and!members!of!the!community;!and,!as!appropriate,!
specialized!instructional!support!personnel,!technical!assistance!providers,!school!staff,!other!
individuals!determined!by!the!school,!and!students.!

X

Three!to!five!overarching!school!improvement!goals!to!advance!the!school’s!vision.!Identify!
specific,!measurable,!achievable,!relevant,!and!timeXbound!(S.M.A.R.T.)!school!improvement!
goals.!Overarching!school!improvement!goals!must!focus!on!student!outcomes,!not!on!adult!
actions.!These!should!include!shortX!and!longXterm!targets!tied!to!specific!STAR!Framework!
metrics!as!well!as!other!potential!leading!indicators!(inputs!and/or!outputs).(

X

If!applicable,!a!description!of!what!other!programs!are!consolidated!within!the!school’s!
schoolwide!program!(e.g.,!other!federal!funds!or!local!funds).!Please!list!the!specific!program!
being!consolidated!within!the!schoolwide!program.(

You!will!provide!additional!detail!in!the!sections!that!follow!on!how!this!overall!vision!is!connected!to!
your!approaches!to!People,!Instruction,!and!Structures.!We!expect!that!many!strategies!will!be!crossI
cutting!and!not!isolated!to!one!of!these!categories!to!achieve!the!overall!vision.!(
!
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At Washington Met, a thorough Needs Assessment process was conducted that utilized multiple sources of
qualitative and quantitative data to identify key trends as they relate to people, instruction, and structures. The
DCPS Data Systems and Strategy team compiled data across numerous indicators and shared with the school
leaders. The DCPS Continuous Improvement Specialist supported the principal using the Needs Assessment to
determine areas of greatest need and root cause analysis. Information contained within this Needs Assessment
report was used to determine that SCHOOL would receive LEA support in the following areas: Graduation Rate,
In-Seat Attendance, and Rigor of Instruction.
The principal shared information with the ALT, LSAT, and staff regarding the STAR Metrics and OSSE
Designated CS-2 rating. Since Washington Met is designated as an Opportunity Academy, membership in
LSATs fluctuates as enrollment shifts.
As alternative framework metrics are still in development, DCPS will work with Opportunity Academies to adjust
goals and strategies as more information is released. It is anticipated that some of the initial strategies laid out in
this plan will be adjusted and staff and community members will be engaged in the development or adjustment of
strategies through the CSP and continuous improvement process.
As alternative framework metrics are still in development, Washington Met has set the following three year goals:
-Decrease chronic absenteeism rates from SY18-19 benchmark by 10% by third year
-Increase student ISA of repeat 8th graders from SY18-19 benchmark to 10% by third year
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Critical(Categories((
!
Note:!OSSE!funding!and!resources!are!designed!to!focus!on!highest!leverage!areas,!thus!this!School!
Improvement!Plan!template!focuses!on!how!the!school!will!undertake!interventions!and!supports!in!the!
categories!of!People,!Instruction,!and!Structures.!Schools!are!also!welcome!to!share!other!strategies!
planned.!

People(
When!schools!are!experiencing!low!student!outcomes,!adults!in!the!building!also!need!supports!and!
interventions!to!institute!change.!Through!attention!to!this!area,!schools!will!identify!the!talent!
strategies!that!will!be!utilized!to!address!gaps!and!meet!identified!goals.!
In!a!narrative,!explain:!What!is!the!school’s!theory!of!action!around!people?!What!changes!do!you!plan!
to!take!to!your!approach!to!the!talent!in!your!building!–!leadership!and!educators!–!to!achieve!the!
coherent!and!ambitious!vision!outlined!above,!and!how!are!they!informed!by!your!analysis!of!qualitative!
and!quantitative!evidence!in!your!Needs!Assessment!and!Resource!Equity!Analysis,!if!applicable?!
The!narrative!may!include!how!your!school!is:!
X

Identifying!and!creating!key!positions!to!support!school!improvement!and!academic!
achievement!

The!narrative!must!include!how!your!school!is:!
X

X
X
X
X

Planning!to!ensure!it!will!have!effective!leadership!over!the!next!three!years,!including!the!
principal!and!any!other!key!leadership!roles!and!how!it!is!building!a!pipeline!of!strong!
leadership!!
Ensuring!retention!of!effective!educators!
Developing!and!helping!educators!who!are!in!need!of!support!to!improve!
Selecting!strong,!moderate,!or!promising!evidenceXbased!strategy(ies)!
Determining!strategy(ies)!based!on!themes!from!the!Needs!Assessment!to!meet!projected!
shortX!andXlong!term!goals!

!
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The
! Principal of Washington Met will continue to receive coaching from the Instructional Superintendent and will
receive specialized support and attention from the DCPS Continuous Improvement team. Within the school, the
Principal will foster distributive leadership through the Academic Leadership Team, which consists of
department/grade level chairs and other teacher leaders. Instructional coaches (LEAP, TLI) at the school (LEAP
leaders) will receive coaching and support from the DCPS curriculum specialist assigned to support the school.
Noted in the Needs Assessment, Washington Met saw an 73.5% staff response rate on Panorama Survey Spring
2019 (36/49 staff responded). Also, retention of effective/highly-effective teachers have risen since SY15-16 to
be 90% this year. As a sign of a strong collegiate environment, the school will continue effective practices that
have created a workplace where teachers are engaged and remain year-to-year.
DCPS utilizes a performance based compensation system that is grounded in student outcomes. Teachers in
WTU positions are eligible for bonuses according to how their students perform on PARCC and other
achievement metrics. The Principal and Academic Leadership Team also will leverage data from the bi-annual
Insight survey to identify and improve key levers that are identified from results. Through the LEAP model,
teachers receive job embedded support through an active cycle of professional development, practice, and
feedback.
Washington Met partners with central office and others to support Pathways on campus. A Pathways Coordinator
works to improve system-wide and school-based preventative approaches to help students stay on track,
increase the quality of recuperative approaches that support students when they are off-track, and re-engage
school-aged students after they disconnect in order to return them to pathway for success. Coordinators
regularly participate in professional development opportunities facilitated by a combination of DCPS staff,
partners, and contractors.
Teachers needing support will receive personalized coaching and support from LEAP leaders in their respective
content areas. Additionally, the DCPS IMPACT evaluation system is based upon five essential research-based
best practices. Teachers will receive feedback and support from their Administrators through this system in
accordance with their respective evaluation schedules. Additionally, teachers receive frequent informal feedback
via informal classroom walkthrough observations conducted by the Administrators and other members of the
school leadership team.
To build the capacity of the schools’ faculty and staff, Washington Met will meet with the DCPS Program
Manager, Howard University Mental Health team, and Social Workers to develop a training series for Trauma
Informed Care. From this meeting, the principal, with the support of his team, will create a yearly professional
development calendar to support program improvement; SY18-19 assessment data, along with the Needs
Assessment, will be used to identify staff professional development needs.
DCPS will continue to implement the LEAP model of job-embedded professional development at all CS 2
schools. Under this model, teachers are supported by dedicated LEAP content leaders and receive
differentiated professional development and coaching related to their demonstrated areas of need.
All of the strategies outlined above are aligned to the following DCPS Capital Commitment goals: Double the
percent of students who are college and career ready and triple the students of at-risk and students of color who
are college and career ready; 85% of students graduate within 4 years, and 90% graduate within 4 or 5 years;
100% of schools are highly rated or are improving.

(
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(
Instruction(
We!must!ensure!that!all!of!our!students!are!prepared!for!success!in!college!and!careers.!By!investing!
in!resources!aligned!to!school!needs,!building!educator!capacity,!and!using!evidenceXbased!
instructional!strategies,!we!believe!schools!can!meet!this!imperative.!
In!a!narrative,!explain:!What!is!the!school’s!theory!of!action!around!ensuring!that!adults!are!
effective!instructional!leaders!and!students!are!receiving!and!demonstrating!evidence!of!highX
quality!instruction?!What!supports!and!interventions!do!you!plan!to!undertake!and!how!they!are!
related!to!your!school’s!identified!needs?!
The!narrative!may!include!how!your!school!is:!
X
X
X

Increasing!the!rigor!of!curricular!materials!
Instituting!specific!academic!programs,!supports,!and!interventions!
Implementing!instructional!methods!or!other!activities!to!improve!the!performance!of!all!
students!or!specific!groups!of!students!

The!narrative!must!include!how!your!school!is:!
X
X
X
X

Identifying!capacity!to!ensure!instructional!approaches!can!be!implemented!timely!and!
effectively!
Planning!for!the!instructional!approach!to!be!scaled!across!the!school!for!maximum!impact!
and!sustained!over!time!
Selecting!strong,!moderate,!or!promising!evidenceXbased!strategy(ies)!
Determining!strategy(ies)!based!on!themes!from!the!Needs!Assessment!to!meet!projected!
short!and!long!term!goals!

!

X

!
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In! completing the Needs Assessment, Washington Met recognized the need to evaluate their capacity in concern
to instructional practices.
Washington Met will utilize the current opportunity academy curriculum, Summit, and differentiate the curriculum
for their student body. The school will create a list of Summit Mentors that will work with students struggling to
complete course material in a timely manner. To monitor mentors, a schedule for coaches to check-in with
mentors and an evaluation tool will be created.
Washington Met will be supported in improvement efforts with the support of a central office Continuous
Improvement Specialist and curriculum content leads in Literacy and Math. Washington Met has developed a
three year action plan that has taken key strategies and broken them down into subsequent action steps to be
implemented over the next three years.
Over the next three years, Washington Met will address instructional needs by focusing on UbD lesson planning
and creating a Culture of Writing.
Research supports the Understanding by Design approach, which emphasizes the use of authentic performance
assessments and pedagogy that promotes a focus on deep knowledge and understanding, and active and
reflective teaching and learning.
Also, studies explicitly show that simply getting students to read and write on a regular basis leads to success on
high-stakes, ELA assessments; a culture of reading/writing provides a model to implement and sustain an
environment where students are consistently engaged in the two actions.
During the first year, the school will work with central content owners to develop professional development
seminars to introduce teachers to effective models of the strategies. Follow-ups to training seminars will include
coaching on successful implementation of the strategies and additional seminars to bridge skill-gaps as they
appear among teachers. Thereafter, data analysis of current and previous year’s data will be utilized to revise
and remodel supports for teachers.
DCPS will continue to implement the LEAP model of job-embedded professional development at all CS 1
schools. Under this model, teachers are supported by dedicated LEAP content leaders and receive
differentiated professional development and coaching related to their demonstrated areas of need. LEAP
leaders will support teachers in the use of district-supported instructional resources that are aligned to Common
Core instructional expectations.
All of the strategies outlined above are aligned to the DCPS Capital Commitment goals: Double the percent of
students who are college and career ready and triple the students of at-risk and students of color who are
college and career ready; 85% of students graduate within 4 years, and 90% graduate within 4 or 5 years; 100%
of schools are highly rated or are improving.

!
!

(
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Structures(
Improving!our!lowest!performing!schools!requires!dramatic!change.!By!investing!in!bold!
commitments!to!empower!decisionXmaking,!structural!configuration,!and!management!we!believe!
schools!can!accelerate!improvement.!!
In!a!narrative,!explain:!What!is!the!school’s!theory!of!action!around!structures!and!how!will!it!
reinforce!and!facilitate!the!work!you!are!doing!around!People!and!Instruction?!What!supports!and!
interventions!do!you!plan!to!undertake!and!how!are!they!related!to!your!school’s!identified!needs?!
The!narrative!may!include!how!your!school!is:!
X
X
X
X

Using!multiXyear!design!partners!
Configuring!a!school!(e.g.,!dividing!into!gradeXbased!academies,!other!internal!restructuring!
and!autonomies)!
Reorganizing!school!time!and/or!calendar!
Leading!other!structural!changes!designed!to!improve!outcomes!for!students!

The!narrative!must!include!how!your!school!is:!
X
X

Selecting!strong,!moderate,!or!promising!evidenceXbased!strategy(ies)!
Determining!strategy(ies)!based!on!themes!from!the!Needs!Assessment!to!meet!projected!
shortX!and!longXterm!goals!

!
!
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Washington
Met will implement additional structural changes to address identified areas of concern from the
!
Needs Assessment.
To increase family engagement, the school will designate key staff members to lead the creation of a PTA. Since
families from across the city have their students enrolled at Washington Met, a system will be created for
stakeholders to participate virtually.
To leverage local partnerships, the school will work with Howard University. Washington Met is less than a mile
from the university and will tap Howard’s programs to partner on mentorship programs for students. Also,
possible partnerships will be explored with the university’s mental health programs.
DCPS will continue to implement the LEAP model of job-embedded professional development at all CS2 schools.
Under this model, teachers are supported by dedicated LEAP content leaders and receive differentiated
professional development and coaching related to their demonstrated areas of need. LEAP is an integrated part
of the school schedule that provides teachers protected time at least once a week to collaborate and share
instructional best practices.
Each school will continue to have an Academic Leadership Team (ALT) that is composed of teacher leaders and
school administrators that will engage in the development, implementation, and monitoring of the annual
Comprehensive School Plan. This team will also routinely engage in data cycles to maintain a pulse on
instruction and engaged in shared decision making to better distribute leadership in the school.
Each school will have an LSAT that will bring together external stakeholders that will act as an advisory group for
school leaders as they engage in broader discussions around budget and school strategy.
Washington Met partners with central office and others to support Pathways on campus. A Pathways Coordinator
works to improve system-wide and school-based preventative approaches to help students stay on track,
increase the quality of recuperative approaches that support students when they are off-track, and re-engage
school-aged students after they disconnect in order to return them to pathway for success.
All of the strategies outlined above are aligned to the DCPS Capital Commitment goals: Double the percent of
students who are college and career ready and triple the students of at-risk and students of color who are college
and career ready; 85% of students graduate within 4 years, and 90% graduate within 4 or 5 years; 100% of
schools are highly rated or are improving; 100% of students feel loved, challenged, and prepared; 90% of
students re-enroll.

!

(
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Goals(and(Continuous(Improvement((
(
In!a!narrative,!explain!the!routines!for!how!the!school!will!determine!whether!the!School!Improvement!
Plan!is!having!its!intended!outcomes,!including!selfXmonitoring!and!continuous!stakeholder!
engagement.!
The!narrative!must!include!how!your!school!is:!
X
X
X

X
X

Establishing!or!continuing!internal!routines!
Establishing!or!continuing!routines!with!stakeholders!
Making!the!School!Improvement!Plan!available!to!the!LEA,!parents,!and!the!public!in!a!form!that!
is!understandable!and!uniform,!to!the!extent!practicable!and/or!required!by!DC!law,!provided!in!
a!language!that!the!parents!can!understand!
Conducting!an!annual!process!of!reviewing,!sharing!progress!publicly,!and,!as!necessary,!revising!
its!School!Improvement!Plan!
Structuring!for!sustainability,!including!how!the!school!will!coordinate!and!integrate!the!
activities!outlined!in!this!plan!with!other!federal,!state!and!local!services,!resources!and!
programs!(e.g.,!other!federal!grant!programs,!health!and!nutrition!programs,!culture/climate!
programs,!career!and!technical!education!programs)!

!
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Within
Washington Met, the DCPS LEAP model is continuously implemented, which allows for ongoing,
!
job-embedded professional development through seminars and intentional teacher practice with feedback.
Additionally, Washington Met engages in a continuous improvement cycle through the development and ongoing
evaluation of the Comprehensive School Plan (CSP). CSPs are formally reviewed at least twice per year to
evaluate progress towards key actions and course is adjusted if needed based upon data collected. The
school’s Academic Leadership Team meets bi-weekly to review instructional trends from across the school and
develops responses to identified trends.
The Local School Advisory Team (LSAT) is composed of teachers, parents, and other community members and
meets monthly. During LSAT meetings, school leaders share progress updates with external stakeholders. The
ALT is an internal stakeholder body that engages in reviewing progress and making key decisions in conjunction
with the Principal.
The DCPS Continuous Improvement team has developed a common planning template for all CS-1 and CS-2
schools to use that maps out key strategies, action steps, and progress monitoring benchmarks across the
district’s “Pathway to Excellence” model. The tool allows schools to plan in a more intentional way and the LSAT
and ALT are involved in the development and monitoring of the plan. Additionally, DCPS creates public-facing
summarized versions of the CSP and posts them online where they are available to any member of the general
public.
The DCPS Continuous Improvement team will conduct all monitoring activities for CS-1 and CS-2 schools. The
DCPS Continuous Improvement team will continue to facilitate bi-annual CSP/SIP review meetings that involve
internal and external stakeholders. During these meetings, data is reviewed and strategies and actions are
adjusted as warranted by the data.
Upon completion of the bi-annual review, the DCPS Continuous Improvement team will develop a brief
presentation that highlights evidence of how strategies are supporting progress towards the three-year plan
goals, and what next steps are necessary to enhance progress. School leaders may use this tool to further plan
with their ALT, and/or apprise the staff and external stakeholders of progress through forums such as LSAT or
PTO meetings.
Opportunity Academies will continue to work with internal and external stakeholders to develop strategies and
supports that are aligned to the STAR alternative framework. Based upon reflection and review of data and
strategies by the Principal, ALT, Instructional Superintendent, and central program stakeholders. Coaching
supports will work to increase staff retention and increase the capacity for effective instructional approaches.
Based upon needs identified through the annual Needs Assessment and the CSP process, annual budgets will
be reviewed to ensure that adequate resources are provided to sustain instructional improvements.

(
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Looking(Ahead(
!
An!LEA!applying!for!the!Investment!in!Schools!grant!for!its!CS1!school(s)!will!provide!a!work!plan!and!
budget!aligned!to!the!strategies!outlined!for!People,!Instruction,!and!Structures!in!its!FY20!Investment!in!
Schools!grant!application.!The!application!will!require!additional!detail!on:!
X
X
X
X

The!proposed!cost!for!each!selected!strategy!
The!funds!to!be!used!from!the!Investment!in!Schools!grant!and!other!sources!to!support!the!
implementation!of!the!School!Improvement!Plan!
Timeline!for!implementation!
Plans!for!sustainability!!

!
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